KICKING AT THE DARKNESS: A MEDITATION
ON THE LIFE OF APA MATTHEW THE POOR
Tim Vivian

But nothing worth having comes without some kind o f fight—
Got to kick at the darkness ‘til it bleeds daylight
—Bruce Cockburn, “Lovers in a Dangerous Time

Very little is known historically about Apa Matthew the Poor,2 an
early eighth-century holy person, and his Life has not been translated
into English.3 Various sources place Apa Matthew in Asfun, Aswan,
or “Bishnay, a small village in the nome o f Qus, now vanished.”4 He
apparently founded a monastery named after Saint Pachomius, probably
the present-day monastery o f Dayr al-Fakhuri, the “Monastery o f the
Potter,” also known as “Matthew the Poor,” “situated on the edge of
the desert, about 6 miles (9 km) north o f Isna in Upper Egypt, near
the ancient Asphynis (present-day Asfun al-Mata‘nah).”5 His Life,
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1 Bruce Cockburn, “Lovers in a Dangerous Time” (1983), from the album Stealing Fire
(1984). Text: http://cockburnproject.net/songs&music/liadt.html; video: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=7IX4gWkFqvU; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKjgJ3oLJqE.
2 “Apa” is a later spelling of “Abba,” “Father”; “abouna” in modem Egyptian Arabic. This
Matthew the Poor should be distinguished from the twentieth-century monk Matta el-Meskeen,
Matthew the Poor; see http://orthodoxwiki.org/Matta_El-Meskeen.
3 The book that Maged S. A. Mikhail and I are working on, The Life o f Matthew the
Poor, will offer a newly-edited transcription and first English translation of the Life, and will
place Matthew in his eighth-century historical, religious, and cultural context. The main texts
for Matthew are E. Amelineau, Monuments pour servir a I’histoire de 1’L.gypte chretienne aux
IVe, Ve, Vie, et Vile siecles IV.2 (Paris, 1895) 707-36; and Walter Till, Koptische heiligenund martyrerlegenden. Orientalia Christiana analecta 108 (Rome: Pont. Institum orientalium
studiorum, 1936) 5-27.
4 Rene-Georges Coquin, “Matthew the Poor, Saint,” The Coptic Encyclopedia (New York:
Doubleday, 1992) 5:1571b-72a.
5 Coquin, 5:1571b-72a; Rene-Georges Coquin and Maurice Martin, S.J., “Dayr al-Fakhuri,”
Coptic Encyclopedia 3:802b-805a. Isna is “the Arabic name of a city in Upper Egypt that was
known in Greek as Latopolis and in Coptic” as Sne or Sne. “The city is situated on the west bank
of the Nile some 30 miles (48 km) southwest of Luxor in the province of Qina.” See Randall
Stewart, “Isna,” The Coptic Encyclopedia 4:1312a-12b. On the monastery, see Jimmy Dunn,
“The Monastery of Saint Matthew the Potter,” http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/potter.
htm. For a map, see The Coptic Encyclopedia 8, map A9, “Monasteries of the Upper Sa‘Id.”
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a biography/ encomium on his feast day written in Sahidic Coptic, 6
focuses on his asceticism and “mighty works and wonders,” as do
other Coptic sources, including the History of the Patriarchs and the
Synaxarion.7 These mighty works and wonders will be the starting
point for this essay.
In his fulsome yet mercifully brief Prologue to the Life of Matthew
the Poor, Serapion, the putative author of the Life, exclaims that “The
sheer number of virtues that this righteous man possessed was a
magnificent marvel to behold !” 8 He then rhetorically asks: “Who could
know the full extent9 of his virtues?” For Serapion, virtues, aretaf,
do not exist solipsistically in a hermetically sealed chamber—nor do
they dwell in splendid monastic isolation in cell or cenobium; virtues
manifest themselves in deeds, they must make themselves known
in righteous action: “the mighty and valuable deeds surrounding the
ascetic efforts 10 of our holy father Apa Matthew.” Serapion’s job as he
sees it is to “zealously hasten to narrate . . . a few” of these deeds. 11
In doing so, he tells us a great deal probably about his community’s
theological values and offers us much that should confront and
challenge us—in ways he could not possibly have intended.
Serapion, as much as any modem public relations wizard, like
the biographers of other monastic worthies in late antiquity implies
that Matthew’s virtues and deeds, if numbered, would outnumber
Abraham’s sainted progeny. But virtues and deeds in this biography do
not merely make a holy man: they co-create a prophet. Apa Matthew,
6 The text has a lacuna, but the reading is probable: “The saint whose [feast day (?)] we
celebrate today is [our] holy father Apa Matthew.”
7 Coquin, 5:1571b-72a.
8 The virtues (aretaf) are moral virtues that demonstrate excellence of character; on the
virtues, see Vivian, “Ama Sibylla of Saqqara: Prioress or Prophet? Monastic, or Mythological
Being?” in Vivian, Words to Live By: Journeys in Ancient and Modern Egyptian Monasticism
(Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 2005) 377-93.
9 “Full extent”: Coptic jok can also indicate “completion, perfection.” Sahidic jok ebol
(aujdk ebol) translates the Greek tetelestai, Jesus’ final word, of Jn 19:30; “Coptic CD Volume
1,” St. Shenouda the Archimandrite Coptic Society (Los Angeles, 1998) CD-ROM.
10 Coptic/Gk. athlesis, “contest, struggle,” esp. ascetic efforts and efforts of the spiritual
life; G.W.H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexikon (Oxford, Eng.: Oxford U, 1961) 6a. See 2 Tim
2:5, “And in the case of an athlete (athletes), no one is crowned without competing (athlesin)
according to the rules,” and Heb 10:32, “But recall those earlier days when, after you had been
enlightened, you endured a hard straggle (athlesin) with sufferings.” Athled and dthlesis do not
occur in the Septuagint. See Life o f Antony 10.1: “The Lord did not forget Antony’s straggle at
that time, but came to his help.” Tim Vivian and Apostolos N. Athanassakis, trans. The Life of
Antony: The Coptic Life and the Greek Life (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian, 2003) 83.
11The Life ofShenoute by Besa begins thus: “A few of the miracles and marvels which God
effected through our holy Father the Prophet, Apa Shenoute”; David N. Bell, trans., Besa: The
Life ofShenoute (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1983) 41.
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Serapion insists, “was a prophet in our generation, like our holy father
Apa Shenoute.”12 Earlier in the Prologue, Serapion calls Matthew “a
new Antony for our generation”; now the biographer compares the
saint with Shenoute of Atripe.13Antony, Shenoute, Matthew: the three
form a monastic trinity. For Serapion, a true holy person (1) through
ascetic practices cultivates the virtues, (2) puts these virtues into
practice and, (3) by doing so, becomes a prophet who executes God’s
judgment.14 The Life, therefore, chronicles God’s greatness through
the ascetic practices, virtues, deeds, and the prophetic vocation of one
holy person. The practices, virtues, and deeds of a holy person are
noble, and still emulative 1300 years later; the idea of prophetically
executing God’s judgment, however, is a more problematic, even
queasy, idea for many of us today.
First, though, Serapion is not content to compare Matthew
with mere mortals, even exalted monastic mortals like Antony and
Shenoute. Matthew, Serapion proclaims, was no respecter of persons:
“whether Christian or barbarian or poor person or provincial official
or widow or orphan.” Apa Matthew “would nourish” people “with
the love that he had for them” (§2). Matthew here emulates the God
that Peter proclaims in the Acts of the Apostles: “I truly understand
that God shows no partiality” (Acts 10:34). With Peter as approbative
witness in the background, Matthew has become a living icon of God:
not only is he made in God’s image and likeness, he acts like God.
Like Father, like Son. Matthew is also an alter Christus, a stand-in
for Christ: if people came to him “naked, he would give them some

12 The Life o f Shenoute refers to its eponymous hero twenty times as a prophet in 33,
35, 47, 53, 54, 57, 74, 75, 76, 85, 86, 90, 91, 94, 101, 104, 116, 128, 148, and 172. In the
Life o f Shenoute, David (92, 93), Jeremiah (94), Ezekiel (95, 97), John the Baptist, Elijah, and
Elisha (118) are prophets and Moses is “the archprophet” (174), chief of prophets (see Lampe
240b). Bell, trans., 93 n. 1, notes that John of Lycopolis “was a noted prophet”; see Historia
monachorum in Aegypto 43-44. In Lausiac History 35.2, Palladius says this of John: “After
he had completed thirty years of confinement, receiving the necessities of life from one who
waited on him through a window, he was deemed worthy of the gift of prophecy.” See Robert T.
Meyer, trans., The Lausiac History (New York: Newman, 1965) 99. Bell, 93 n. 1, discusses the
relationship between miracles and being a prophet; Meyer, 196 n. 300, gives references to John’s
miracles. See also W. E. Crum, The Monastery o f Epiphanius at Thebes (New York, 1926; rp.
1973) 1:213 n. 10.
13 On Shenoute, see most conveniently K.H. Kuhn, “Shenute, Saint,” Coptic Encyclopedia
7:213la-2133b. Online: Claremont Colleges Digital Library: http://ccdl.libraries.claremont.edu/
cdm/singleitem/collection/cce/id/1749/rec/2.
14 “Just as our holy father Apa Shenoute opened his mouth and passed judgment on a
servant and caused the earth to open its maw and swallow him on account of wrongdoing that the
servant had done, so too our father Apa Matthew caused the earth to open its maw and swallow
the adulterous and despicable woman on account of her abominable wrongdoing.”
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clothes and a little oil and would dismiss them in peace so they could
return to their homes” (§2). Matthew here enacts, puts into action,
what Jesus affirms in a parable: “Come, you that are blessed by my
Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of
the world; for I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and
you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed
me, I was naked and you gave me clothing” (Mt 25:34-36). Matthew
incarnates Christ. As Saint Teresa of Avila beautifully put it 800 years
after Matthew:
Christ has no body but yours,
No hands, no feet on earth but yours,
Yours are the eyes with which he looks
Compassion on this world,
Yours are the feet with which he walks to do good,
Yours are the hands, with which he blesses all the world.
Yours are the hands, yours are the feet,
Yours are the eyes, you are his body.
Christ has no body now but yours,
No hands, no feet on earth but yours,
Yours are the eyes with which he looks
Compassion on this world.
Christ has no body now on earth but yours.15
Matthew’s virtuous deeds or deed-filled virtues are both ascetic
and therapeutic. Here again the Life, as with much early monastic
literature, insists that asceticism is not an end for and of itself but is,
rather, a means for healing what ails a distraught and often deranged
world. In his ascetic regimen, Matthew is stereotypically and
quintessentially—the two cannot be separated—early monastic: “Our
father Apa Matthew offered large numbers of prayers and performed
numerous ascetic practices16at his monastery” (§3). Despite his ascetic

15 “Christ Has No Body”: http://www.journeywithjesus.net/PoemsAndPrayers/Teresa_Of_
Avila_Christ_Has_No_Body.shtml.
16“Ascetic practices” : politeui. In monastic Greek,politeia usually indicates a (monastic or
ascetic) way of life, but here, coupled with “large numbers . . . numerous” (Coptic noc . . . nod)
indicates something more specific than Amelineau’s “grands services.” See Lampe 1114a(G):
“ascetic practice, act o f religious behavior, ” and the citation that parallels the sentence here:
polla; (Apophth. Patr. (M. 65.136c); lit: “he did many politeias in his youth.” See the description
immediately below, where “ascetic practices” translates the more usual iskesis. See ‘TV. Politeia
(Way of Life),” in Mikhail and Vivian, 41-48.
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perseverance—or, more likely, because of it—demons “raised up
[suffering] against him night and day.” As with his monastic forefather
Abba Antony, it appears that the main job description of demons, when
they are not possessing people, is to torment monks: “Numerous times
while he performed his monastic offices, the demons would take on
the form of dragon-serpents, stretching forth their necks in unison in
order to pursue our father with envy and ill-will and false terror” (§3).
But Matthew, also like Antony, “never showed any concern for them,
nor did he ever cease praying to God until he completed his monastic
offices” (§3).
In the Life o f Matthew the Poor, demons and ascesis, ascesis and
demons, connect the ascetic with the therapeutic: it is because Apa
Matthew “was a person of deep contemplative quiet, living a godly
ascetic life with great zeal while undertaking numerous strict ascetic
practices” that, “as a result, his fame spread everywhere”; because
of this sacred notoriety (sacred to people, notorious to demons), “all
those who were sick came to see him, and he would heal them through
the power of God working through him.”17 One of the sick is “a man
possessed by a demon” who “was severely afflicting” him. ApaMatthew
invokes the names of the Trinity and heals the man “immediately” (all
§4).18 This is monastic cinema verite: by “combining improvisation
with the use of the camera to unveil truth or highlight subjects hidden
behind crude reality.”19 Serapion is making a spiritual-sociological
documentary about Matthew, a documentary cum handbook: the
“crude reality” is the pervasive onslaught of human suffering, illness,
and demon-possession; the deeper truth behind this partial reality is
that a life of ascesis, prayer, “and deep contemplative quiet” can heal.
The ascetic has become the therapeutic;20the practitioner of asceticism
has become a thaumaturgos, a wonder-worker. Reality is “changed,
changed utterly: / A terrible beauty is bom.”21
In the Life o f Matthew, a landscape like ours, pockmarked with
tragedy and populated by demons, nevertheless because of holiness
becomes the locus of Christian truth: when Apa Matthew heals a
17This sentence reflects a common hagiographical trope. That it is God’s efficacious power
working through the monk, and not the monk himself who effects healings, see Life of Antony
57.1-3, 61.1-3, 71.1-3, and 80.6: “It is Christ who does these things for those who believe in
him”; (Vivian and Athanassakis, trans. The Life o f Antony, 227).
18Because of a lacuna in the text here, his exact action is unknown.
19http://en.wikipedia.Org/wiki/Cin%C3%A9ma_v%C3%A9rit%C3%A9.v
20Antony “was like a physician given by God to Egypt”: Life o f Antony 87.3; Vivian and
Athanassakis, 243.
21 W.B. Yeats, “Easter, 1916”: http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/172061.
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demon-possessed young girl, he exorcizes the evil by declaring the
almost-universal, yet largely-ignored, truth that she is “God’s image”
(§6). She is not just made in God’s image: she is God’s image, imago
Dei. But Matthew does not just heal; as Serapion emphasizes, the holy
man converts sin into virtue and virtue into Christlike action: “Who
were the persons who ever went to see him blaspheming in their hearts
to whom he did not give a love of the poor? He would say to them,
T he Lord will consider you to be like the good steward and will make
it so that you give to the poor and the needy.’”22Anticipating the U.S.
Declaration of Independence by a thousand years, Matthew declares
“Surely we should consider every single human being to be of equal
value” (§8).
But before we punch Matthew’s ticket to sit at the right hand
of God, or Jefferson, we need to acknowledge that societal norms,
pressures, prevarications and perversions often short-circuit even
the most heartfelt and heartheld theology and spirituality. This
becomes especially acute when one juxtaposes in the Life o f Matthew
the punishment meted out to the adulterous woman (§9) with the
forgiveness given the adulterous man (§15). In the same way, in
our time of unrelenting political persecution against the poor and
marginalized, it is discouraging to see Apa Matthew utter a deleterious
bromide: “When the poor,” Serapion says, “likewise went to see him,
he would comfort them, give them assistance, and dismiss them,
saying, ‘My beloved children, bear with being in want in this world so
that you may enjoy the good things in the kingdom of heaven’” (§8).
Rowan Williams cautions us that such counsel is “rather
problematic” and, in doing so, before our eyes expands Matthew’s
sincere, yet choked, whisper into an anguished cri de coeur about not
only individual but corporate relationships, pastoral care, and history:
We are being told that the present is somehow less real than
the future, even though we know perfectly well that the future
is not actually there in the way the present moment is. This can
be the beginning of an attitude that is always trying to escape
from the present—or worse, trying to deny the harshness of
someone else’s present because of the future that 7 believe
in. Again, this is all too recognizable a problem in religious

22 See Lk 12:42-46, 14:12-14; Mt 25:14-30. Though none of these fits precisely.
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history. It can be one of the most insidious ways in which
religious power is corruptly exercised: telling people that their
actual present experience is what they must ignore if they
wish to be faithful believers.23
What Matthew says is not just pie-in-the-sky eschatology; it
grabs the “daily bread” of the Lord’s Prayer out of the hands of the
poor and hurls it into the heavens.24 No slaveholder could have said it
better. As Matthew shows in both his good works and in both his good
and bad anthropology, healing without consequential holy action is a
magic show, a parlor trick that entertains, rather than sacred action that
transforms both the individual healed and the individual’s community.
When both the individual and the community find healing, the healed
in turn become healers, Henri Nouwen’s wounded healers: just as
Apa Matthew “nourishes” many (§§2, 8), so too can others nurture.25
Therapeutic loaves and fishes.
Despite his genuine gospel goodness, Matthew, unfortunately, as
do all of us beneath “the moon, the inconstant moon,” “fallen” as we
are “in dark uneven way,”26 sets up road blocks and fortified frontiers
to empathy and compassion. As a result, we embunker these sacred
qualities with cordons and police tape. We think we are protecting
cardinal virtues; in reality, we are demarcating a crime scene: deprived
of light and oxygen, food and water, virtues emaciate and die. This may
especially be true in the Church; call it the last temptation of Caiaphas:
“Perhaps the temptation of Caiaphas is always to think of truth as
present here and now, in a timeless finality that can be possessed by
the religious institution.”27 Morality, without a concomitant ethic of
compassion, is anorexic. As Huston Smith reminds us, “Even the

23 Williams, Christ on Trial (New York: Barnes and Noble, 2003) 18. I would change
Williams’ “in which religious power is corruptly exercised” to the active: “in which we corruptly
exercise religious power.” The passive voice obscures agency— and responsibility— as in the
political mantra of our day: “Mistakes were made.”
24 See John Dominic Crossan, The Greatest Prayer: Rediscovering the Revolutionary
Message o f The Lord’s Prayer (New York: HarperOne/HarperCollins, 2010) 129: “Jesus brings
the disciples over to his vision that, with the kingdom of God already present on earth, they are
responsible for the adequate distribution of food.”
25 Henri Nouwen, The Wounded Healer: Ministry in Contemporary Society (Image
Books, 1979): http://www.amazon.com/Wounded-Healer-Ministry-Contemporary-Society/
dp/0385148038/ref=sr_l_l?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1374513096&sr=l-l&keywords=Henri
+Nouwen%2C+The+Wounded+Healer.
26 Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, U.2.958; Midsummer's Night Dream, 1H.2.1479.
27 Williams, Christ on Trial, 40. See Mt 26, Jn 18.
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addict, who prowls the streets for his angry ‘fix,’ and the assassin who
stalks his fatal prey, are reaching out for being.”28
The Life o f Matthew, like the New Testament, has a woman “taken
in adultery” (Jn 8:1-11). Serapion reports that “When her parents saw
their daughter in such great danger they said, ‘Let us take her to the great
man [of God] Apa Matthew; he will pray over her and we believe things
will turn out all right for her’” (all §9). As the story turns out, though,
their earnest faith is naive—and heartbreaking. The eviscerating irony,
and horror, here is that their naivete is Gospel, while Apa Matthew,
taking a sledgehammer to their hearts, will act as the Devil’s pimp.
Such language may offend; we all too often like our saints neat. But as
the life and postmortem messiness of Blessed Mother Teresa of Calcutta
shows, such mess makes saints more, not less, holy.29
As the family nears Apa Matthew’s monastery, a “revelation” tells
him that the woman “belongs to the Devil.” Acting as both moral border
fence and monastic la migra?0 “It isn’t right,” the vision tells Matthew,
“for them to enter this holy place.” The vision concludes by telling
Matthew that the woman will soon die. Thus inspired—which shows
us that discernment is always frail and tenuous, always insufficient,
even among saints—Matthew sees smoke surrounding the adulterous
woman and the donkey on which she is seated. In Scripture smoke can
be holy—and unholy: in Exodus smoke signifies both the immanence
and transcendence of God on Mount Sinai (Ex 19:18); but in Revelation,
smoke portends “the torture of a scorpion when it stings someone.”
Thus stung, those who are not saved, says the Apocalypse, “will seek
death but will not find it; they will long to die, but death will flee from
them” (Rev 9:5-6). The young woman’s father, not privy to prophetic
smoke, embodies what is primal and sacred; he begs Apa Matthew:
“My holy father, have mercy on this wretched woman. . . . She is
suffering.” The father, unbeknownst to Serapion, stands in for Jesus: sin
does not preclude mercy, it hurries it in bucketsful from the wellsprings
of compassion; in Christian theology, sin and suffering, paradoxically,
triumph, and become a hoped-for sign of death and resurrection.

28 Huston Smith, “The Levels of Selfhood,” in Jeffrey Paine, ed.. The Huston Smith Reader
(Berkeley: U of California, 2012) 194.
29For two views from very different positions, hyper-orthodox and neo-atheist, respectively,
see Marian T. Horvat, “Is Mother Teresa of Calcutta a Saint?”: http://www.traditioninaction.org/
bkreviews/A_025br_MotherTeresa_Zima.htm; and Christopher Hitchens, “Mommie Dearest:
The pope beatifies Mother Teresa, a fanatic, a fundamentalist, and a fraud”: http://www.slate.
com/articles/news_and_politics/fighting_words/2003/10/mommie_dearest.html.
30 Immigration police.
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But here there is no resurrection, only death: the ashes of
vision beget nightmare. Matthew sacrifices the image of God and
human equality on the blood-soaked altar of moral purity. The story
unfortunately is fragmentary, so we cannot be sure of its conclusion.
But in his Prologue to the Life Serapion highlights what is probably
this story and thus reveals to us the outcome:
[Apa Matthew] was a prophet in our generation, like our
holy father Apa Shenoute31 for, just as our holy father Apa
Shenoute opened his mouth and passed judgment32 on a
servant and caused the earth to open its maw33 and swallow
him on account of wrongdoing that the servant had done, so
too our father Apa Matthew caused the earth to open its maw
and swallow the adulterous and despicable woman on account
of her abominable wrongdoing. . . ,34
By emphasizing this story in his Prologue, Serapion sees Matthew’s
judgment on this woman as an archetype of “the mighty works and
wonders” that God performs through him, and he proclaims the saint
“just and righteous in his generation.” 35 Matthew, like Shenoute,
becomes not only God’s judge and jury but also sheriff, prosecutor,
and executioner; when the King in A lice’s Adventures in Wonderland
says, “Let the jury consider their verdict,” the Queen cries out “No,
no! Sentence first— verdict afterwards.” 36 In the rabbit hole of the Life
31 The title to Shenoute’s Life begins “A few of the miracles and marvels which God
effected through our holy father the prophet Apa Shenoute. . . .” The Life refers to Shenoute
twenty times as a prophet; see n. 12 above. In the Life o f Shenoute, David (92, 93), Jeremiah
(94), Ezekiel (95, 97), John the Baptist, Elijah, and Elisha (118) are prophets and Moses is “the
archprophet” (174), chief of prophets (see Lampe 240b).
32Coptic/Gk apophatne < Gk apophatno; Amelineau: donna sentence. Neither LSJ (Online
Liddell Scott Greek English Lexikon) 225b nor Lampe 218b suggests this meaning, with LSJ
114, “denounce, inform against,” being closer. But Coptic ejm, “upon, against,” suggests it. The
theme of judgment and being held accountable occurs later in the Life. See the discussion below.
33The Coptic has a play on words: just as Shenoute opened his mouth (rdf), so too does the
earth open its (rdf).
341 wish to thank Janet Timbie and Stephen Emmel for their emails on this passage. None
of us has been able to identify this event in the Shenoutian corpus. See Num 16, where this
happens to Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, who rebel against Moses and “spurn the Lord”: “As
soon as [Moses] finished speaking all these words, the ground under them was split apart. The
earth opened its mouth and swallowed them up, along with their households—everyone who
belonged to Korah and all their goods.”
35 See Gen 6:9: “Noah was a righteous man, blameless in his generation.” Coptic/Gk
dlkaios means both “just” and “righteous” so we have used both English words to render the
Coptic.
36In Williams, Christ on Trial, 3.
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of Matthew, prophecy can kill, just as, for some, the divine death of
the twin towers and its inhabitants on 9/11 was caused by pagans,
abortionists, feminists, gays, and lesbians.37
In the world of the Life of Matthew the Poor mighty works and
wonders are both life-giving and life-taking. Most of the stories in the
Life are one or the other, but one forms a multi-part serial and is both
(§ 11): a woman promises Apa Matthew that if she conceives and bears
a child, she will, like Anna with Samuel, dedicate the child to God and
give it to either a monastery or a convent.38 Matthew promises and
prophesies that the birth will happen “without delay,” but adjures her to
keep her word “and make it a vow that you have made to the Lord God.”
She gives birth to a son, but her husband reneges on the promise. Like
Simon Magus (Acts 8:9-24), the father tries to buy Matthew’s favor.39
The father here, like the father of the adulterous daughter discussed
earlier, represents values more basic, and often more transcendent,
than vows to and transgressions against deity: the son is his only child,
and the circumstances show he will not have another.
Stories of people bearing gifts to monks are common in early
monastic literature, and usually the abba will tell the person offering
him money that he has no need for it and instructs the giver to use the
money instead to help the poor.40 That’s where the story usually ends.
In the Life of Matthew, however, probably because the father tries to
bribe Apa Matthew into rescinding the vow that his wife has made, the
story prophetically continues. But the prophecy here is cruel—and it is
made particularly cruel by the use of a “blessing.”
At the beginning of the story, the woman makes her vow to Apa
Matthew and receives his promise; as she leaves the monastery the holy
man gives her a “benediction,” an eulogia, that is, as Serapion explains,
“the monastery’s blessing.” An eulogia is a “blessing as a mark of
favour bestowed by God,” but also a “concrete blessing, gift, benefit.”
The term also came to mean a gift of blessed bread, either eucharistic
or “instead of being consecrated, blessed separately and distributed in
church as panis benedictus,” which is a Coptic custom to this day.41
37 Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson: http://www.beliefnet.com/Faiths/Christianity/2001/09/
You-Helped-This-Happen.aspx; video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-CAcdta_8I.
38 See 1 Sam 1:10-18; 1:21-28; 3.
39 The story heightens his apostasy by having him consult with Saracen—infidel—slavetraders.
40 See Palladius, Lausiac History 10 (Meyer, trans., pp. 44-45).
41 See Larnpe 569b-570a (the italics are Lampe’s). Several of Lampe’s citations for eulogia
as a gift of blessed bread are monastic, including Palladius, so that is probably what it refers to
here. But see below, where the eulogia is considerably more.
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Later in the story, however, blessing turns into curse: after the
child’s father attempts to buy Matthew’s blessing, the eulogi'a that
Matthew now gives the father is really a malediction: Matthew orders
the monastery’s steward to get a “new basket. . . and three measures
of burial-linens”; “place them in the bottom of the basket,” Matthew
directs, “and place bread in the basket, fill it with some small dates and
some small chick-peas. Take it and give it to the man and say to him,
‘Take this small benediction’” —this eulogi'a—“ ‘and go in peace.’”
This turns out to be the peace that has no understanding.
The husband returns home. When the woman takes out of the
basket “some small loaves of bread and small dates,” she discovers
at the bottom the [three] measures—the burial-linens. Early the next
day the child lies down sick; within the three days that Apa Matthew
prophesies with the burial linens, the child dies, as Serapion says,
“in accordance with what God had determined would happen to
him.” “When everyone heard,” he punctuates with an almost gleeful
unwritten exclamation point, “they were amazed at what had happened.
They gave glory to the God of our father Apa Matthew.” In the New
Testament, an eulogi'a, benediction, glorifies God because with it a
person calls down “God’s grace upon other persons.”42 In James 3:10,
James contrasts eulogi'a, “blessing” with katara, “curse,” but in the
Life o f Matthew the Poor, eulogi'a is now both blessing and curse, and
we, double-crossed, are the poorer for its devolution.
Serapion sees both blessing and curse, deeds of compassion
and decrees of judgment, as “mighty works and deeds.” When
Matthew forgives the servant of a magistrate (archon),43 the holy man
becomes the magistrate, God’s judicial officer; as such, he acts as a
judge just as he does with the adulterous woman (§9) and another
woman who breaks a pledge (§16). These actions coinhere because,
the Life emphasizes, Matthew himself is under judgment: in a vision
0ekstasis) of the heavenly Jerusalem (all §20), where “the wall and
the gate with its door are inlaid with gold and precious jewels of
every color,” he sees “innumerable thrones placed on each side, with
hundreds of honored monks sitting on them.” These are “the fathers
of the world: the archbishops and priests and bishops.” On six thrones
Antony, Pachomius, Theodore with Petronius, Apa Shenoute, and Apa
42 Frederick William Danker, ed., A Greek-English Lexicon o f the New Testament and
Other Early Christian Literature, 3rd ed. (Chicago and London: U. of Chicago, 2000) 408b.
43 This is the adulterer above, who is forgiven, in contrast with “the woman taken in
adultery.”
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Macarius of Scetis “render accounts” 44 for the multitude of assembled
monks.
Ascesis, virtues, deeds, and prophetic actions: all are beloved
children and foot soldiers under orders of an overarching understanding
of judgment. With fear and trembling Apa Matthew prostrates himself
and venerates the eminent monastic worthies. One person dressed like
a notary45 with a pen-case in his hand orders:
Matthew, get up! Hurry to your monastery and take your
papyrus roll. Stay down there and render an account of your
monastery, for you will be held to account for it, along with
your monastic sons who are with you: as God lives, even down
to a single commandment and a single occasion of prayer
and fasting that the sons of your monastery have allowed to
slacken without necessity because of illness . . . if you have
become negligent, you will be completely cut off from them,
whether because of what you have done or because of your
monastic children .46
The notary tells Matthew that “these things will be demanded of him
on the seventh day of this month.” Matthew awakens from his vision,
which takes place on the third day, and realizes he has three days to
live—three days before he stands before the six thrones, renders his
account, and receives judgment himself.
To many modems, this obsessive-compulsive vision of monastic
minutiae under judgment will remind them of some of the worst
aspects of religion. But one sentence in Matthew’s vision takes the
44 Coptic/Gk logothetes can mean an accountant, an official in Roman administration. It can
also mean an “auditor, one who calls to account,” that is, one who renders a logos; Chrysostom
(dih.jth cen Homily 9.2 on 1 Timothy, uses it of aerial powers who seize upon departed souls.
See Lampe 807a.
45 A notarius/notarios could be a general secretary, a secretary to a bishop, or secretary to
a monastic steward; he could also be on the staff of the imperial chancery (Lampe 922b-23a); in
Life o f Constantine 4.44, Eusebius describes Constantine’s notarius, who is receiving bishops for
the dedication of the church in Jerusalem; such a figure may be what Serapion has in mind here:
“The director and chief of these officers was a most useful servant of the emperor, a man eminent
for faith and piety, and thoroughly acquainted with the Divine word, . . . and therefore was
deservedly entrusted with the arrangement of the present proceedings. Accordingly, in faithful
obedience to the emperor’s commands, he received the assembly with courteous hospitality, and
entertained them with feasts and banquets on a scale of great splendor. He also distributed lavish
supplies of money and clothing among the naked and destitute, and the multitudes of both sexes
who suffered from want of food and the common necessaries of life (http://www.fordham.edu/
halsall/basis/vita-constantine.asp).
46 Serapion may draw this account from the Life ofShenoute 180 (Bell, trans., 90).
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idea of judgment as a wrathful God, or his subordinates, meting out
punishment and transforms it into the infinitely greater reality of
individual and corporate conscience and responsibility. And this returns
us to the therapeutic: Apa Matthew as icon of God and incarnation of
Christ. When the celestial notary tells Matthew that he and his monks
will be held to account, the official then almost thunders: you will
“especially, especially [be held to account with regard to] the ministry
of the doorkeeper,47 that is, the performance of acts of charity.”
“Charity” here renders agape, Latin caritas, from where English
gets “charity.” In patristic Greek, agape can specifically indicate
care given for the poor.48 Thus the end of the Life o f Matthew the
Poor is its beginning. In the beginning the Life compares Matthew to
both God and Christ: to God because he regards all human beings as
equals, to Christ because he incarnates the love and compassion that
Jesus extols in Matthew 25. Compassion has its shadow: indifference,
even callousness. Which is why judgment is necessary; not a divine
monarch’s sentence but rather individual judgment, self-assessment,
conscience. As Rowan Williams cautions, referring to Matthew 25,
“Those who know the criteria for recognizing Christ yet fail to apply
them to the needy at their doors become unrecognizable to Christ
himself.”49 And being unrecognizable to Christ makes one unknown
to one’s true self.50
It is true that in the Life the need to judge, and even condemn,
sometimes overpowers forgiveness and compassion. Judgment, then,
like discernment (see above), is both better and fallen angel. These
twins make Matthew one of us, and this makes us not lower than but
siblings to the angels.51The end of the Life emphasizes that what is most
important—more important than all the commandments, all the prayers,
all the fasting—is agape: love and charity. At ancient monasteries
the doorkeeper (who, literally, kept “the ministry [diakoma] of the
door”) was responsible for dispensing the community’s agape, its
charity, to those in need who came looking for help. At the monastery
of St. Antony by the Red Sea, a now-partially-crumbled and unused
47 Coptic: nhouo de nhouo tdiakonia mpro.
48 See Lampe 8a(E).
49 Williams, Christ on Trial, 40.
50 The words of Bruce Springsteen in a different context apply here: “I was bruised and
battered and I couldn’t tell / What I felt / 1 was unrecognizable to myself / 1 saw my reflection in a
window I didn’t know / My own face”: http://bmcespringsteen.net/songs/streets-of-philadelphia.
51 See Heb 2:7: “You have made them for a little while lower than the angels; you have
crowned them with glory and honor.” In patristic Greek isangellos means “equal to the angels”:
See Lampe 676a. It sometimes refers to the monastic life.
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watchtower (unused because barbarians are no longer at the gate),
stands as both ancient guardian and caregiver. From it the watchman
alerted the monks inside both to danger and to those outside in need.
Matthew shows us how the very human need to enforce boundaries
often metastasizes into using divine violence.
In the Life of Matthew the Poor, as in life generally, God’s
contrapuntal and countervailing voice often gets drowned out by
religious mob mentality, as recently in Georgia when an Orthodox
Christian horde assaulted an LGBT rally.52 But as Rowan Williams
forcefully reminds us, “God is simply that which makes it natural and
necessary to act against insanity and violence. God is the reality that,
simply by being what it is (or who it is), establishes that violence
cannot fill up the whole space of the world. ” 53 Living, as we do, amid
violence, even religious violence, Matthew nevertheless lives out the
gospel command to love and show hospitality. That no act, no deed—
not even prayer—was more important than caring for others shows that
the monks of the Life o f Matthew, despite their shortcomings, at least
endeavored, however fragmentedly, to live agape, both individually
and as the body of Christ.54

52 “Slow Response by Georgians to Mob Attack on Gay Rally,” The New York Times,
May 19, 2013: http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/20/world/europe/georgian-officials-reactslowly-to-anti-gay-attack.html?_r=0. “Some of the priests leading the rock-throwing throngs
who stormed past police cordons could be seen participating in the m elee.. . . ”
53 Williams, Christ on Trial, 12.
54 After I had concluded this essay (I thought), with its adverb “fragmentedly,” I
subsequently—consequently?—found that Denise Levertov had exercised—exorcised?—the
same theme: “Fragmented Adam stares. / God’s hands / unseen, the light blinds him. Fragmented,
/ he is not present to himself. God / suffers the void that is his absence.” See Levertov, “On a
Theme by Thomas Merton,” The Stream and the Sapphire (New York: New Directions, 1997) 17.
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